Motivation: In general, most accurate gene/protein annotations are provided by curators. Despite having lesser evidence strengths, it is inevitable to use computational methods for fast and a priori discovery of protein function annotations. This paper considers the problem of assigning Gene Ontology (GO) annotations to partially annotated or newly discovered proteins.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider the problem of assigning Gene Ontology (GO) (Gene Ontology Consortium, 2004) annotations to newly discovered proteins. The GO Consortium has produced a controlled vocabulary for protein function annotation that is used in numerous organism-specific protein databases (GO, http://www.geneontology. org). However, presently not all known proteins are annotated in these databases, while many others are only partially annotated.
In general, the most accurate gene/protein annotations are provided by curators who search the literature for articles containing evidence for a particular annotation. Despite having lesser evidence strengths, it is inevitable to use computational methods such as text mining, statistical gene expression analysis and sequence similarity, for fast and a priori discovery of protein function annotations. Currently, the primary method for GO function assignment to proteins is sequence similarity analysis which needs homologs in biological databases (Deng et al., 2004) , and transferring functional assignments between proteins with low sequence identity (below 40%) is found to be unreliable (Letovsky et al., 2003) . Recently several successful text mining-based annotation prediction tools (Izumitani et al., 2004; Asako et al., 2005) have been developed. This approach however needs text parsing and metadata extraction from publications in the literature that describe the functionality of a target protein, a difficult task on its own. As an alternative to the text mining approach, recent work (Troyanskaya et al., 2003; Samanta and Liang, 2003; Deng et al., 2004; Vazquez et al., 2003) has shown that employing a combination of GO annotation and protein-protein interaction (PPI) data is also reasonably effective for accurate prediction of GO annotations for non-annotated proteins.
In this paper, we present a data mining technique that, using protein-protein interaction data, identifies probabilistic relationships between GO annotations of proteins and annotates target proteins with highly correlated GO terms of other proteins. The motivation for our approach comes primarily from the recent discovery (Poyatos and Hurst, 2004; von Mering et al., 2003) that the relationship between proteins in a protein interaction network is not only limited to protein pairs (i.e., interaction edges), but also generalizes to functional modules that are not necessarily protein complexes. It is now believed (Hu et al., 2005; Sharan et al., 2005) that proteins in the same functional module have the same (or similar) functional annotation. Earlier work (Troyanskaya et al., 2003; Samanta and Liang, 2003; Deng et al., 2004; Schwikowski et al., 2000; Hishigaki et al., 2001; Vazquez et al., 2003) formalized the protein function prediction problem differently: they all considered known protein functions (e.g., GO annotation) as predefined protein classes, and then employed topological features of protein interaction networks to classify proteins and to assign the same function to all proteins in the same class.
Our approach in this paper is to compute the probabilistic significance of GO annotation sequences obtained from the annotations of a sequence of proteins in a protein-protein interaction network. We develop and evaluate two significance analysis techniques: (a) correlation mining for annotation pairs (i.e., GO annotation sequences of length 2), (b) variable-length Markov model for annotation sequences of arbitrary length. After identifying significant annotation sequences, we predict the annotation of a protein as follows. (i) Generate (via random walk) GO annotation sequences where the non-annotated protein (i.e., target protein which is partially or not annotated) interacts with the protein at the tail of the corresponding protein sequence. (ii) Expand each GO annotation sequence by adding a GO term to the end of the GO annotation sequence. (iii) Pick the suffix GO term of the most significant candidate GO annotation sequence as the GO term prediction for the non-annotated protein. Our cross-validation prediction experiments with pre-annotated proteins recovered correct annotations of proteins with 81% precision with the recall at 45%.
Experimentally, we have evaluated the effects of (a) dataset selection, (b) GO sub-ontology selection, (c) defining random walk sampling size and (d) setting maximum GO annotation sequence length on the accuracy of our predictions. In our experiments, highest prediction accuracy is obtained with correlation mining on BIND dataset (BIND, http://www.bind.ca) (vs. other datasets using GO as function annotations). Among the three sub-ontologies of GO (i.e., biological process, cellular component and molecular function), cellular component ontology produced the highest prediction accuracy. To compare our results with previous work (Deng et al., 2002; Schwikowski et al., 2000; Hishigaki et al., 2001) , our prediction methodology performed better than the results of known methods Markov random fields (Deng et al., 2002) , neighbor-counting (Schwikowski et al., 2000) and chi-square (Hishigaki et al., 2001 ) by 6.6%, 31% and 19.7% respectively.
Our work differs from the previous work in two aspects. First, the previous research on protein function prediction focuses on a particular protein function set, and builds models based on the direct interactions of proteins (Troyanskaya et al., 2003; Samanta and Liang, 2003; Deng et al., 2004; Schwikowski et al., 2000; Hishigaki et al., 2001; Vazquez et al., 2003) . In comparison, we mine the complete protein interaction network to locate relationships between protein functions (i.e., in our case, GO terms). In other words, we assign a GO term annotation to a protein P if the annotation is implied by the existing GO term annotation patterns (i.e., annotation sequences) of proteins that interact with P. Since the source of protein interaction data mostly comes from unverified high-throughput experiments, protein interaction data contains many false positives (Deng et al., 2003) . Our prediction of a GO term (function) requires a statistically significant usage of that GO term in a particular pattern. Therefore our methods are not affected by false interactions/false annotations as long as the corrupt data does not span a major portion of the interaction data.
Other works that apply patterns (a.k.a., motifs) to infer functions in protein interaction networks view those patterns as clusters, and distribute the most significant function in a cluster to non-annotated proteins (Hu et al., 2005; Sharan et al., 2005) . This method successfully predicts the annotation of proteins that build a protein complex since all the proteins in the complex have the same function. However, it does not offer any prediction for the annotation of a protein which is not part of a frequent protein interaction motif. In contrast with (Hu et al., 2005; Sharan et al., 2005) , our approach can predict the function of a protein that interacts with at least one annotated protein by using annotations of the proteins as well as the topological features of protein interaction networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief overview of our methodology. In Section 3 we describe our GO function prediction algorithms. In Section 4, we experimentally evaluate our GO function prediction algorithms. Section 5 lists the related work. Finally, in Section 6 we give a summary of our results.
METHODS
In protein interaction networks, Hishigaki et al. (2001) and Schwikowski et al. (2000) note that if interaction partners of a protein P are annotated with a certain functionality then, with some probability, P is also annotated with the same functionality. This probability can be used to infer GO functions of non-annotated proteins. Others (King et al., 2003) found correlations between GO annotations of proteins, and developed probabilistic techniques to extend known annotations of proteins with additional GO terms. The same approach with (King et al., 2003) can be applied to annotations of proteins spanning over several proteins in a protein interaction network. We integrate, in this paper, (i) the probabilistic significance of GO annotation sequences (i.e., a sequence of GO terms that corresponds to the annotations of a sequence of proteins in a protein-protein interaction network) on protein interactions and (ii) correlation of GO terms in protein annotations into a GO term prediction model.
We generalize the relationships between occurrences of GO terms in a protein interaction network. We make the same assumption of (Schwikowski et al., 2000; Hishigaki et al., 2001 ) that the probability of assigning a GO term to a protein depends on the GO term annotation of neighbor proteins. Moreover, to differentiate between the near and far neighbors, we model neighborhood information of a protein in the form of annotation sequences where prefixes of annotation sequences represent far neighbors, and suffixes of annotation sequences represent near neighbors.
Let p i,t ¼ Prob (t 2 goann(P i ) j T 2 goann(N-P i )) be the probability that protein P i is annotated with GO term t given the GO term annotations T of all proteins (except P i ) in network N, where goann(P) represents the GO term annotation of protein P. Since the annotation of P i only depends on the annotation of its neighborhood (i.e., proteins having a path to P i by following a sequence of interactions) rather than the whole protein interaction network, we can compute the same probability as:
. observe(O j , P i ) represents the event of observing the annotation sequence O j on protein paths such that the tail protein of O j interacts with P i . Observing an annotation sequence on a protein path is described as follows. Let O i ¼ a 1 ,a 2 . . .a n be an annotation sequence where a j (for 1<j<n) is a GO annotation of protein P j in the protein path r ¼ P 1 , P 2 . . .P n . O i is an annotation sequence observation of P i , if P i interacts with P n . We give an example.
Example 1: In Figure 1 , protein P has 3 distinct protein paths, namely, P2-P1, P3-P1 and P4. Let O i be an annotation sequence observation at protein P, and O 1 . . .O k be the annotation sequences corresponding to the protein path P2-P1, and O k+1 . . .O k+n and O k+n+1 . . .O k+n+m be annotation sequences corresponding to protein paths P3-P1and P4, respectively. Then, the probability of P having the GO term annotation t becomes:
Prob ðt 2 goannðPÞ j observeðO 1 ‚P i Þ^observeðO 2 ‚P i Þ . . .^observeðO kþnþm ‚P i ÞÞ Individual observation probabilities, Prob (observe(O 1 ,P i )), Prob (observe(O 2 , P i )), . . . , Prob (observe(O 1 ,P i )) are not independent since they are all observed on the same protein. As a result, there is no easy way to compute p i,t . We approximate p i,t as an aggregation:
where is an aggregation function. The conditional probability Prob(t 2 goann(P i ) j observe(O j ,P i )) can be approximated as v(O j t)/v(O j ), where v(S) is the number of unique protein paths in protein interaction network N that is annotated with the GO annotation sequence S (i.e., the frequency of the annotation sequence S in the protein interaction network), as all proteins are equally likely to have the same GO term annotation as long as they exhibit the same annotation sequences on their neighborhood, according to the assumption that the probability of assigning a GO term to a protein depends on the GO term annotations of neighboring proteins. Annotating proteins by mining protein interaction networks e261 To compute the probability p i,t , we first count the frequencies of possible annotation sequences. Computing real frequencies of annotation sequences is computationally infeasible due to the exponential number of protein paths and annotation sequences. Thus, we reduce the number of GO terms by eliminating the ''uninformative'' GO terms (i.e., GO terms assigned to a small number of proteins). Next, we approximate the frequencies of annotation paths by sampling a sufficient number of annotation sequences. In our experiments, we found that increasing the sample size does not significantly increase the accuracy of prediction if the sample size is sufficiently large (see Section 4.4). We store the frequencies of annotation sequences in a structure called the probabilistic suffix tree (PST) (Yang and Wang, 2003) . A PST is a trie with node and edge labels, and a counter at each node which represents the frequency of the corresponding annotation sequence. The PST allows us to keep the frequency of variable-length protein paths, and to compute the probability of a GO term, given an annotation sequence. A probability-distributioncomparison-measure (i.e., a ''divergence'' measure) is used in the PST to check whether the following holds:
where O j k is a suffix of O j of length k (to determine that increasing k is not worth the effort).
To predict the annotation of a given non-annotated protein P using the PST, we use the following procedure. Using random walk technique, we sample a sufficiently large number of annotation sequences whose tail is the annotation of protein P, and therefore, marked as unknown. Next, we run the known prefixes of the annotation sequence samples on the PST to compute a probability distribution of GO term annotations corresponding to each annotation sequence. Finally we aggregate all probability distributions to obtain an annotation prediction set, and pick top k annotations from the set. See Section 3.2 for details.
For annotation sequences of length 2 (i.e., annotation pairs) we employ correlation mining technique (He et al., 2004) since it is feasible to employ all GO terms, rather than a subset of it. We build correlation measures using the frequencies of co-appearing GO terms assigned to a pair of interacting proteins. After computing interaction-based correlation between all possible GO term pairs (see Section 3.1.1 for details), we make a GO annotation prediction for protein P as follows. We generate a set of GO terms by inserting the GO annotation of all interaction partners of P into a set S. For each GO term t i in S, we obtain correlation values between t i and all other GO terms, and we form a correlation vector V i whose each dimension corresponds to the correlation between a GO term and t i . Each correlation vector V i represents the effect of GO term t i on prediction of GO annotations for P, based on the observations made on the training set. Hence, aggregation V of all correlation vectors V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V n reflect the effects of all GO terms in S. Finally we pick as our GO annotation prediction set the top k GO terms with highest correlation values in V (see Section 3.1).
We also apply correlation mining on the GO annotation of proteins without incorporating the protein interaction information. In this case, two GO terms are highly correlated if they occur together in several protein GO annotations. We employ the annotation-based correlation of GO terms to improve the prediction scores obtained as a prediction probability (from PST) or as a prediction correlation value (from interaction-based correlation mining). Annotation of protein P by the GO term t 1 may increase the probability of P being annotated by GO term t 2 when GO terms t 1 and t 2 are highly annotation-correlated. Therefore, if GO terms t 1 and t 2 are highly annotation-correlated and t 2 has a lower prediction score than t 1 , we increase the prediction score of t 2 (to a value not higher than the prediction score of t 1 ) with respect to the strength of annotation-based correlation between t 1 and t 2 . See Section 4.6 for the details of prediction score improvement using annotation-based correlation values.
In Section 4, we experimentally evaluate the effect of using PST versus correlation mining to see if distant neighbors of a protein P have an effect on P's annotation. We also evaluate the prediction accuracy improvements when annotation-based correlation values are employed.
ALGORITHMS

Correlation between GO term pairs
Genes/Proteins sharing common function annotations are found to be genetically related (Tong et al., 2004) . As a result, recent work on protein function prediction (Schwikowski et al., 2000; Hishigaki et al., 2001; Deng et al., 2002; Deng et al., 2004) treats each protein function (e.g., GO terms, FunCat classification) independently, and determines the function of a protein depending on the distribution of the function on the neighbors of the protein. Generally, a protein having one function does not prevent it from having other functions. Therefore, the available techniques are unbiased while predicting protein functions. However, for GO annotations, there are correlations between protein function annotations. A protein being annotated by the GO term A may imply an increase in the probability of the protein being annotated by GO term B when GO terms A and B are highly correlated (King et al., 2003) . Here, we incorporate the correlation information into a generalized model, and use correlation mining (He et al., 2004) to assign GO terms to proteins. In this section, we discuss two different correlation types for GO terms, namely (a) interaction-based-correlation which is the correlation between two GO terms that annotate two separate interacting proteins and (b) annotation-based-correlation which is the correlation between two GO terms that annotate the same protein.
Computation of interaction-based GO correlations
Definition (interaction-based co-appearance, co-absence and crossappearance): With respect to a particular protein interaction (P 1 , P 2 ), (a) two GO terms co-appear if one of the GO terms is assigned to P 1 and the other is assigned to P 2 , (b) two GO terms are co-absent if none of the two GO-terms are assigned to P 1 or P 2 , (c) two GO terms cross-appear if one of the GO terms is assigned to protein P 1 and the other GO term is not assigned to P 2 .
We compute the interaction-based correlation between two GO terms that belong to the same ontology class (e.g., biological process ontology) by using the protein interaction data (e.g., interaction pairs in the BIND dataset) as follows. First, we generate a matrix M I for each GO sub-ontology (i.e., biological process ontology, molecular function ontology and cellular component ontology) to keep the interaction-based correlation values between GO terms. For simplicity, here we explain the algorithm for a single subontology and a single matrix. Rows and columns of the matrix M I represent the GO terms of a particular sub-ontology. We fill each cell in matrix M I with the correlation value between the GO terms corresponding to the cell by using a correlation measure. Theoretically, any correlation measure is a possible candidate for the algorithm (He et al., 2004; Tan et al., 2002) . Basically, we express correlation measure values (see Figure 3 for a list) in contingency tables (He et al., 2004 ) (see Figure 2) .
We build a frequency matrix by a single scan on the dataset, and use the frequency matrix to obtain separate contingency tables. 
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A cell C ij in the frequency matrix denotes the (interaction-based) co-appearance frequency of term pairs. We also have a special row and a special column for the null term to count how many times the terms occur alone. C i+ and C i+ represent the column and row sums of the frequency matrix, respectively. C ++ denotes the sum of all cells. Using the frequency table, the contingency table for terms t i and t j is computed as shown in Figure 2 .
By using the contingency table obtained from the frequency table and a correlation measure (e.g., Jaccard measure; see Figure 3 ), we compute the interaction correlation value of each GO term pair. F 11 , F 01 , F 10 , F 00 in the contingency table represent the co-appearance, cross-appearance, cross-appearance and co-absence frequencies of two terms t i and t j , respectively. Other frequencies with the plus sign are column and row sums of the contingency table. Next, we place the correlation values for GO term pairs into the correlation matrix M I . At this stage, a cell in the correlation matrix M I [i, j] contains the interaction correlation value of two GO terms t i and t j .
We discuss performances of different correlation measures (see Figure 3 ) in Section 4.7.
Computation of annotation-based GO correlations
Definition (annotation based co-appearance, co-absence and crossappearance): In terms of GO annotations of a protein P, two GO terms T 1 and T 2 (a) co-appear if both GO terms are assigned to P, (b) are co-absent when none of T 1 and T 2 are assigned to P, (c) cross-appear if only one of T 1 and T 2 is assigned to P.
We compute the annotation-based correlations between GO terms by using GO annotations. This stage is very similar to the computation of interaction-based correlation values. Again, we create matrix M A where rows and columns of the matrix represent GO terms of a particular ontology. Next, we generate the frequency table by processing all proteins in the dataset. Then we create contingency tables for every pair of GO terms. Finally, we fill each cell in M A with correlation measure values using the corresponding contingency table.
3.1.3 GO term annotation using correlation mining Our motivation to use interaction-based correlations for GO term annotation: If we obtain highly correlated GO term pairs, we can also predict GO terms of a non-annotated protein Q. We know the proteins that interact with Q; so we build a set of GO terms as a base GO term set for Q by unifying the GO terms of the proteins that interact with Q. Using the base GO term set, we generate a prediction set of Q by selecting the GO terms that are highly correlated with the base set of Q. In Section 4, we empirically evaluate the validity of the claim that the top GO terms in the prediction set correctly annotate the protein Q.
We compute GO term prediction scores of a non-annotated protein P based only on the values in matrix M I as follows. Using the protein interaction dataset, we generate a set S of proteins that interact with P. Then we add the GO terms of each protein in S to a GO term set G. Note that, repetition of a GO term in G is allowed so that the impact of frequent GO terms in the neighborhood is naturally increased. Next, for each term t i in G, we extract the corresponding column from M I and generate a correlation vector V i . GO terms to be predicted for P must be interaction-correlated with all the terms in G. Therefore, each GO term in G should contribute to the GO term prediction scores of P. So, we sum up all correlation vectors and generate a single vector q as the GO term prediction score vector for P. Then we normalize the scores in q (e.g., via dividing the scores by the maximum score) since the number of GO terms in G varies by protein to protein. As a result, the final q contains the scores of each GO term determining the prediction quality of each GO term with respect to P.
GO term annotation sequences
In section 3.1, we described a correlation mining technique among GO terms of a protein and its direct interaction partners. In this section we focus on distant neighbors of proteins, build GO term annotation sequences, and compute the likelihood of having a sequence of annotations on a protein interaction path.
The scope of a GO term annotation, namely protein interaction paths, grows exponentially in the size of the interaction network; therefore, our approach is to sample and use only a fraction of all possible protein interaction paths.
In our analysis, we randomly select protein paths and protein annotations to generate a sample of annotation sequences. Our approach is to select protein paths using random walks in which we randomly pick a starting protein, and walk over the graph by randomly selecting the next adjacent protein. We assume that all interactions are equally likely, ignoring the fact that they do not have the same reliability (Letovsky et al., 2003) . The maximum length of a random walk is not bounded unless explicitly defined (see section 4.4). We prevent loops and infinite-length paths by disallowing repetition of proteins on a path. Each time we finish generating a protein path, we also generate annotation sequences by randomly selecting a single annotation from each protein on the path.
To capture statistical correlations of different lengths, we use a Variable-length Markov Model (VMM) to compute and store likelihoods of the annotation sequences. Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is proven to be a successful tool in the analysis of biological data (Durbin et al., 1998) . An HMM has a fixed number of states, namely, D states (D-th order Markov model). In our case, we do not know the optimum length of the function annotation sequences. Annotation sequences longer than the optimal length (i.e., using further neighbors of a protein rather than near ones) have less influence on the annotation of a protein that the sequence belongs to. Therefore, one cannot pick a good upper bound D, and design the HMM accordingly. VMMs deal with a class of random processes in which the memory-length varies, in contrast to a D-th order Markov model where the length of the memory is fixed. There are many VMM types and prediction algorithms (Begleiter et al., 2004) . We select the Probabilistic Suffix Tree as our VMM.
The Probabilistic suffix tree (PST) (Begleiter et al., 2004 ) is a variation of the suffix tree (Galil and Ukkonen, 1995) for making predictions using the probabilities assigned to the nodes of PST in the training phase. The traditional suffix tree (ST) built for a sequence S is a rooted directed tree where each node represents a suffix of S and each edge represents a symbol concatenated to a Annotating proteins by mining protein interaction networks e263 suffix. For each node, concatenating the edge labels from root to a node gives the node label, namely, a distinct suffix of the string S.
The generalized suffix tree (GST) is a suffix tree that combines suffixes of a set of strings, T ¼ {S 1 , S 2 , . . . S n } (see Figure 4 ). The PST model further modifies GST, by adding a counter to each node which represents the frequency of the string segment in the string set of GST.
Example 2: Figure 5 shows a PST example built from the training set S ¼ {abc, aba}. We insert all suffixes of reverse strings in the training set to a PST. Therefore we have {cba, ba, a, aba, ba, a} inserted to the tree.
We use the PST to store the frequencies of annotation sequences in a training set obtained via random walks on a protein interaction dataset. We use the frequency information to compute the conditional probability Prob(t j O), i.e., given the annotation sequence O (on a protein path r), the probability of having GO annotation t (assigned to the protein P connected to the protein path r). Using PST counters, one can compute the conditional probability of a symbol a n appearing after a given sequence a 1 ,a 2 , . . . , a nÀ1 as follows:
Prob (a n j a 1 ,a 2 , . . . , a nÀ1 ) ¼ (a 1 ,a 2 , . . . , a n )/(a 1 ,a 2 , . . . , a nÀ1 ) where (s) denotes the frequency of occurrence of segment s in the training set. Thus, Prob(t j O) is computed as v(O.t)/v(O).
In the PST, we store the shortest significant suffixes of training sequences when it is possible to represent the whole sequence with its suffix (see example 3).
Example 3: Let a training set contain 25 occurrences of each sequence ''bc'', ''abc'', ''bd'' and ''abd''. When we use the training sample to compute the probability Prob(c j ab) of having symbol c followed by ab, we compute v(abc)/v(ab) ¼ 25/50 ¼ 1/2 (note that both abd and abc contain ab). When we use the shorter suffix (of length 1), we compute Prob(c j b) and we get v(bc)/v(b) ¼ 50/100 ¼ 1/2 (note that b is contained in all sequences). The probability does not (significantly) change; therefore there is no need to keep extra nodes in the tree for ''abc'' and ''abd'', and keeping ''bc and bd'' are sufficient.
Assume S is a string of symbols defined in the alphabet S and the probability of having the symbol x followed by S is Prob (x j S). In probabilistic prediction algorithms (Bejerano et al., 2001) , the aim is to have a close prediction probability Prob 0 (x j S) that is close to Prob (x j S). The main idea of VMMs is that if the probability Prob 0 (x j yS) that predicts the next symbol x followed by yS, is not significantly different than Prob 0 (x j S), the shorter-length prediction Prob 0 (x j S) can be also used to estimate Prob (x j S). Using only the shortest significant suffix that determines the next symbol reduces the memory and computation requirements of a PST. However, Prob 0 (a n j a 1 ,a 2 , . . . , a n-1 ) cannot always be computed by using the frequency count ratio (a 1 ,a 2 , . . . , a n )/(a 1 ,a 2 , . . . , a n-1 ) since we only store the shortest significant suffixes in PST. Therefore, each conditional probability is computed by using the longest available suffix frequencies in the PST. Here, we obtain Prob 0 ða n ja 1 ‚ a 2 ‚ ...‚a nÀ1 Þ ¼Prob 0 ða n ja k ‚a kþ1 ‚...‚ a nÀ1 Þ and Prob 0 ða n ja k ‚a kþ1 ‚...‚ a nÀ1 Þ¼ vða k‚ a kþ1 ‚ ...a n Þ/vða k ‚a kþ1 ‚...‚ a nÀ1 Þ‚ where a k ,a k+1 , ... , a n is the longest observed/stored suffix of the sequence a 1 ,a 2 , ... , a n in the PST. We remove insignificant nodes using the weighted KullbackLeibler (KL) divergence (Yang and Wang, 2003) to create probability distributions at each PST node. KL divergence is defined as: where we compare the log ratios of the child node probability distribution (given the longer suffix, Prob 0 (x j yS)) with parent node probability distribution (given the shorter suffix, Prob 0 (x j S)). Unless the KL-divergence DH(yS,S) exceeds a predefined threshold s, we use the shorter suffix S (i.e., the parent node) instead of yS (i.e., the child node), and the node for symbol (i.e., GO term) y at the leaf level is not created or deleted if it already exists.
Example 4: To build a PST for sequences ''abc'' and ''aba''. First we insert ''cba'', ''ba'', ''a'' and ''aba'', ''ba'', ''a'' to empty tree. (See example 2). Then, we compute the probability distributions at each node. For instance, at node 5, we compute the following distribution (See Figure 6 Finally, we remove insignificant nodes from the tree. In Figure 6 , the nodes to the left of the boundary line are insignificant nodes (i.e., their probability distributions are not much different from their parents' distributions).
3.2.1 GO Annotation using probabilistic suffix tree After we build the PST using annotation sequences sampled from the training protein interaction network, next we predict the annotation of a non-annotated target protein P as follows. Using the random walk algorithm, we retrieve a protein path sample set Q starting 
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at the source protein P. Then we remove P from the ends of protein paths in Q, and reverse each protein path in Q. Next, we convert protein path samples Q into annotation sequence samples T by randomly picking a GO function annotation of a protein for each protein path in Q. Then we use the PST to derive the probability distribution of the next symbol for each annotation sequence in T, and form a vector with the values in the probability distribution. Next, we aggregate (i.e., average) all probability distribution vectors to generate a single prediction score vector. Finally, we obtain a list of GO annotation predictions for P by picking only the top GO terms with a prediction score above a given threshold t.
Prediction score improvement
In this stage, we employ annotation based correlation values of GO terms to improve the prediction scores (i.e., either PST probability distributions or interaction-based correlation values). Annotation of protein P by the GO term T 1 may increase the probability of P being annotated by GO term T 2 when GO terms T 1 and T 2 are highly annotation-correlated. Therefore, if GO terms T 1 and T 2 are highly annotation-correlated and T 2 has a lower prediction score than T 1 , we increase the prediction score of T 2 (to a value not higher than the prediction score of T 1 ) with respect to the strength of annotationbased correlation between T 1 and T 2 .
In our experiments, we computed the prediction accuracy with and without using the prediction score improvement based on annotation-based correlation values. When we enabled score improvement, we obtained up to 30% improvement in our prediction F-values of some proteins (See Section 4.6).
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
To build a protein interaction network for our experiments, we have used organism-(i.e., yeast) specific interaction datasets of MIPS (MIPS, http://mips.gsf.de) and GRID (GRID, http://biodata. mshri.on.ca/grid Breitkreutz et al., 2003) , and complete dataset of BIND. All datasets include both physical and genetic interactions of their scopes. For comparisons of available techniques, we used the dataset of Deng et al. (2002) (DENG) and compared our implementations with their prediction results (DENG, http:// www-hto.usc.edu/msms/FunctionPrediction). In the DENG dataset, proteins are annotated with pre-defined function classes instead of GO terms. The MIPS dataset is annotated with a special function catalog named FunCat (FunCat, http://mips.gsf.de/projects/funcat).
Our experiments with GO term annotation sequences cannot scale to large numbers of GO terms. Therefore, we reduced the number of annotations by picking a subset of the annotations which is referred to as informative nodes in (Zhou et al., 2002) . A GO term is viewed as an informative node in the GO hierarchy: (a) if the number of proteins that are annotated with this node is less than a threshold, namely g, and (b) if each of the children of the node is annotated with less than g proteins. We removed from the datasets all GO annotations which are not informative. We picked g¼500 in the BIND dataset and g ¼ 30 in the MIPS and GRID datasets. In the DENG dataset, protein function annotations are a flat list of function labels. We directly used DENG data annotations. We also remove from datasets any protein with no annotations or no interaction partners in order to arrange a clean cross validation setting. Final dataset details are listed in Figure 7 .
Gene ontology (GO) consists of three graph-structured term vocabularies, namely biological process ontology (BP), molecular function ontology (MF) and cellular component ontology (CC) (Gene Ontology Consortium, 2004; CaseMed Ontology Viewer, http://nashua.case.edu/termvisualizer). Each ontology in GO consists of GO terms associated with each other by using either the is-a and the part-of relationships. Is-a relationship means that the child GO term is a subclass of its parent. In the current version of GO, the part-of relationship means that the child is necessarily a part of its parent. That is, whenever the child GO term is assigned to a protein, the parent GO term is also assigned to that protein. As the existence of child terms always require the existence of parent terms for a protein, this situation is called the True Path rule. According to the True Path rule, if a protein is assigned a GO term A, all the GO terms on the paths from the GO term A to the root GO term R, are implicitly assigned to the protein.
Next, we apply the true path rule, and assume that a protein is indirectly annotated with all ancestor terms of its direct GO annotations. Having prepared the datasets, we ran our algorithms using correlation mining (CM) as well as the probabilistic suffix tree (PST) on the datasets. We also compared CM and PST with other known techniques, namely, neighbor counting (Schwikowski et al., 2000) (NC), chi-square (Hishigaki et al., 2001 ) (CHI), Markov Random Fields (Deng et al., 2002) (MRF) . For comparison, we implemented NC and CHI techniques. For MRF comparisons, we directly used the input and prediction datasets of (Deng et al., 2002) . In NC and CHI experiments, we used only the direct interactions of proteins (i.e., first level neighbors) since Deng et al. (2002) shows that using distant neighbors reduce the accuracy of CHI and NC techniques.
By applying any of the above techniques, we obtain a prediction set of GO terms. For the predicted GO terms at the deeper levels of GO hierarchy, if a parent GO term is missing in the predictions, we either add the parent term to the prediction set or remove the Annotating proteins by mining protein interaction networks e265 GO term with a missing parent whichever requires minimum additions or deletions.
We evaluate the prediction accuracy of each technique (e.g., CM) in a k-fold cross-validation experiment. We randomly divide a protein interaction network into k clusters and use k-1 clusters as training data to annotate the excluded cluster whose annotations are marked as unknown. We repeat the same procedure many times until the accuracy of the system converges. The value of k does not significantly affect the performance of CM, NC and CHI techniques (note that results of MRF is already known) for k ! 5. We chose k ¼ 10, namely 10-fold cross validation to evaluate CM, NC and CHI techniques. On the other hand, our random walk algorithm for PST never visits a neighbor of a protein marked as unknown since we do not allow gaps in annotation sequences. As a result, using a small k value significantly influences the accuracy of PST due to having a disjoint training interaction network by excluding too many proteins. Therefore, in experiments, we used a larger k value, i.e., k ¼ 50 to evaluate the PST technique.
Since we make experiments on already-annotated proteins, we can measure the precision and recall values of the annotation predictions. Let R be the set of (known) annotations of protein P and Q be the set of annotation predictions. Then, we define precision and recall as:
Precision ðQ‚RÞ ¼ jQ \ Rj/ j Qj and Recall ðQ‚ RÞ ¼ jQ \ Rj/jRj To achieve high accuracy in a prediction, the technique should have high precision and recall values. Usually there is a tradeoff between having high precision and high recall. Thus, to evaluate predictions of different techniques, we use the F-value of the prediction instead of its precision and recall. F-value is defined (Shaw et al., 1997) as the harmonic mean of precision and recall of a prediction set: F-valueðQ‚RÞ ¼ 2 Ã PrecisionðQ‚RÞ Ã RecallðQ‚ RÞ PrecisionðQ‚RÞ þ RecallðQ‚RÞ After running one of the five techniques on a dataset, we obtain scores for all GO terms (or other annotation types). We can then obtain a prediction set by either picking the GO terms with scores above a given threshold or picking top k GO terms (with top scores). Since we compare multiple techniques, and using a threshold is not applicable due to the varying score distributions (i.e., different min, max, average scores etc. . .) of techniques, instead, we use the following two methods for selecting the value of k for top k cutoff in an experiment:
(i) For a given k value, we compute the average of the F-values corresponding to the top k predictions of each protein. We name this average as the ''Average F-value with Global Cutoff'' (AGC). Then we find the maximum of the AGCs (i.e., maxAGC) corresponding to a k value between 1 and the number of GO terms, to indicate the accuracy of the technique.
(ii) For each protein, we find the k value that produces the maximum F-value for the top k predictions of the protein.
We name this value as ''Maximum F-value with Local Cutoff'' (MLC). Then, we average all the MLCs (i.e., avgMLC) corresponding to all proteins in order to indicate the accuracy of a technique.
Comparison of techniques
In this experiment, we compare protein annotation prediction performances of five techniques, namely, correlation mining (CM), probabilistic suffix tree (PST), Markov random fields (MRF), neighbor counting (NC) and chi-square (CHI). For each technique, we compute the MLC value of each protein, and count the number of proteins where the technique produces the best (or equal to some) MLC, in comparison with other techniques (see Figure 8) . We also compute the avgMLCs over all proteins (see Figure 9) . In Figure 10 , we plot the AGC values versus k that we compute in top-k prediction experiments. We compare the techniques CM, PST, MRF, NC and CHI using the DENG dataset. This dataset contains three annotation classes, namely, biochemical function (BIO), cellular role (ROLE) and sub-cellular location (LOC) annotations (See Figures 8 and 9) . We plot the AGC values (Figure 10 ) for only biochemical function annotations since the results are similar for other annotation classes.
Our results show that prediction accuracies of techniques are in the following decreasing order: PST, CM, MRF, NC and CHI. PST technique annotates 6.6%, 31% and 19.7% more proteins accurately as compared to MRF, NC and CHI techniques, respectively. CM technique annotates 22.1% and 11.6% more proteins accurately as compared to NC and CHI techniques, respectively, and 0.7% less 
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proteins accurately as compared to MRF technique. However, CM technique produces 1.4%, 4.8% and 10% better avgMLC values than MRF, NC and CHI techniques respectively. Comparing the avgMLCs, the PST technique gives the best results, and produces 2.8%, 6.3% and 11.5% better predictions than the MRF, NC and CHI techniques, respectively. In Figure 10 we show that the AGC difference between the techniques increases when we reduce the value of k in top-k prediction experiments. The decreasing accuracy order PST>CM> MRF>NC>CHI remains in the AGC comparison. Highest AGC values in experiments (i.e., maxAGC) is obtained for k ¼ 2 (i.e., top 2 predictions).
Comparison of sub-ontologies
In this experiment, we compare different GO sub-ontologies in terms of prediction accuracies of the annotations. The different ontologies used are biological process (BP), molecular function (MF) and cellular component (CC). In Figure 11 , we list the average MLCs obtained in BIND and GRID datasets using the PST technique on different sub-ontologies. Prediction results show that real scores clearly perform better than random function assignments validating the correctness of our approach.
In Figure 12 , we show AGCs of different GRID dataset subontologies computed in top-k prediction experiments. Among the three GO sub-ontologies, we obtain the highest accuracy predictions using the cellular component sub-ontology (in terms of AGCs for k<15 in Figure 12 , and avgMLC values in Figure 11 ). We explain this observation as follows. Physical protein interactions occur in the same cellular component, and protein interaction partners are usually annotated with the same cellular component annotation. Therefore, GO terms belonging to the cellular component sub-ontology are usually highly correlated with themselves. As a result, to predict the annotation of a protein P, choosing highly correlated GO terms of P's interaction partners is equal to transferring most frequent GO terms of P's interaction partners. However, results of BP and MF are close (in terms of the avgMLCs) and the distribution of BP and MF annotations over a protein interaction network is too complex to have an explanation.
Comparison of Datasets
In this experiment, we compare prediction performances of different datasets (i.e., BIND, GRID, MIPS and DENG) (See Figure 13) . We compute avgMLC with the CM and the PST techniques on a given dataset.
Our results show that prediction experiments on the BIND dataset performs better than GRID and MIPS datasets for the CM technique, while GRID dataset produces the best PST predictions. This is due to the fact that GRID and MIPS datasets contain protein interaction of a single organism (i.e., yeast) while the BIND dataset is a combination of protein interaction data of several organisms. Therefore, we explain the prediction accuracy difference between BIND and GRID datasets by the additional organisms in the BIND datasets. Since the BIND dataset is a multi-organism dataset and a protein does not exist in multiple organisms, the BIND dataset is composed of many disjoint protein interaction networks while GRID dataset has a smaller number of disjoint portions. Hence, in PST experiments, shorter annotation sequences become more significant for the BIND dataset reducing the prediction accuracy of proteins in long protein paths. On the other hand, the CM technique does not rely on long protein paths and we are able to use the correlation information from all organisms together.
We obtained best prediction results (PST and CM) with DENG dataset. This is because the DENG dataset contains only a small number of functional annotation types (instead of GO terms) with high information content (i.e., annotation frequency).
We got the worst prediction results with the MIPS dataset. The MIPS dataset is annotated with the FunCat functional categories. FunCat is a hierarchy of functional classes combining functional categories of different types (molecular functions, cellular locations etc. . .) in the same hierarchy. Unrelated branches of FunCat probably reduced the overall prediction performance of this dataset.
Note that, we obtain the avgMLC values of BIND, GRID and DENG datasets by averaging the MLC values of different sub-classes (BP, MF and CC in BIND and GRID; BIO, LOC and ROLE in DENG) since different sub-classes are not related.
Effect of sampling size
In PST experiments, we repeated the same experiment with different sampling sizes using the PST technique on GRID dataset, and measured avgMLC for each sample size and the number of proteins giving better MLC values for a given sample size among all sample sizes. Our results indicate that annotation samples per protein and the number of protein samples do not change the accuracy as long as the total number of annotation samples is more than a sufficient number (i.e., 300,000) (see Figure 14) which is almost 100 times the number of proteins in the dataset.
In addition to measuring the effective number of annotation samples, we measure the effective length of the annotation sequences (i.e., the Annotating proteins by mining protein interaction networks e267 distance of effective neighbors to the target protein). We force the maximum length of annotation sequences in the PST by training the PST with a limited-length annotation sequence samples, measure the avgMLC value for each PST-depth, and compute the number of proteins giving better MLC values for a given PST-depth size among all PST-depths. We found that the PST is stabilized with the annotation sequences of length 5, and longer sequences had no improvement in the prediction accuracy (see Figure 15) . However, reducing the maximum PST-depth below 5 reduces the prediction accuracy (see Figure 15 ).
Presentation of predictions
In this section we present our results obtained by the CM technique with the BIND dataset, since we obtained the highest avgMLC values with this dataset (See Figure 13) .
The precision/recall values in Figure 16 are obtained by using the given k values and picking the top k GO terms with highest scores. The best AGC value (60%) is obtained with k ¼ 3 where we pick the top 3 predictions.
In Figures 17 and 18 , we plot the avgMLCs of proteins with the same number of interaction partners and the same number of GO term assignments, respectively. As shown in Figures 17-18 , the number interactions that a protein has or the number of GO terms that a protein is assigned to do not directly influence the accuracy of the predictions.
In Figures 19 and 20 , we show the correct prediction rate of individual GO terms (prediction rate ¼ correct predictions/all predictions). As shown in Figures 19-20 , GO terms with higher information content (higher number of assignments) can be predicted with better accuracy. We did not observe any relationship between information content and prediction accuracy for lower information content. GO terms with lower depth are predicted with higher accuracy in general (due to higher information content). However there are many exceptions that GO terms with higher depth are predicted with better accuracy than the GO terms with lower accuracy (see Figure 20 ).
Score improvement with annotation-based correlation values
In this experiment, we observe the effects of using annotation-based correlations. When we employ annotation-based correlations to improve the prediction scores of CM technique, we obtain up to 30% improvement in individual protein MLCs. Figure 21 lists the improvements on the MLCs of the CM experiment on different datasets. Overall improvement of score update on avgMLCs is small (i.e, 0.1%-0.4). However, when annotation-based scores are employed, the effect is observed only on a set of proteins rather than all proteins, and also we observed no improvement on a large percentage of the proteins.
Effect of the correlation measure
We observe that, in GO annotations, term frequencies are nonuniform, showing some Zipf-like distribution (See Figure 22) . Kirac et al.
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First, non-frequent GO terms may result in the sparseness of the data. Sparse GO terms cannot be predicted as accurately as the nonspare ones (see Figure 19) , and create noise in data for prediction of non-sparse GO terms. We prevent sparseness by removing the ''uninformative GO terms'' (see section 4). Second there may exist some highly frequent GO terms, occurring in almost every protein therefore being correlated with almost every other GO term (due to a correlation measure that is proportional to co-occurrence frequency). Once we remove the uninformative GO terms, F 11 /F PP (See section 3.1.1) ratio of frequent terms reduces below 0.1%, causing no frequent item problems (He et al., 2004) . In this experiment, we compared the prediction performances of Cosine, Jaccard, H-measure, Support and Confidence measures by computing the avgMLCs in our datasets (See Figure 23) . Cosine measure performed the best (overall) prediction results except that the H-measure performs better in the BIND dataset. The difference between the results of the Cosine and the Jaccard measures is small. H-measure is better only for the BIND dataset which is our largest dataset in terms of number of proteins and GO term annotations. In the BIND dataset, annotation frequencies become similar for frequent GO terms, and the accuracy of correlation measures using F 11 in their formula (See Figure 3) dramatically reduces in such large datasets.
Origin of prediction
In contrast with MRF, NC and CHI; CM and PST approaches utilize correlations between cross annotations rather than classifying proteins against a single annotation. In this experiment, we present a set of protein annotation predictions where CM performs better by utilizing cross-functional information. We list some selected predictions on the DENG dataset, to compare different techniques. We eliminated PST results from the example since PST annotations employ correlation information of annotation sequences; and due to space restrictions. Function descriptions and the full list can be found in the supplemental data available online (http://kirac. case.edu/PROTAN).
For selected proteins, Figure 24 shows top 5 predictions of different techniques and the origin of CM prediction scores assigned to the given predictions. As seen in Figure 24 , in function predictions where the protein has no interaction partners with the same function annotation (e.g., YPT31 and PHO85), the whole prediction comes from crossfunctional information, and other techniques fail to make an accurate prediction. Also, there are some cases (e.g., ISY1, SNF7 and NRG1) where the correct annotation of a protein is not frequent among its interaction partners, and the CM technique employs cross-functional information to increase the rank of correct predictions.
RELATED WORK
Related work in protein function prediction is listed briefly. Troyanskaya et al. (2003) builds a Bayesian Network based on the probabilities that a gene is functionally related to another to predict functional relationship between genes. Samanta and Liang (2003) puts forward that two proteins have similar functionality if they interact with a similar set of proteins, and compares shared interaction partners of two proteins. Schwikowski et al. (2000) counts the function annotations of proteins that interact with a non-annotated protein P in a protein interaction network and annotate P with the most frequent function annotation. Hishigaki et al. (2001) employs Chi-square technique on function frequencies of interaction partners Annotating proteins by mining protein interaction networks e269 of a non-annotated protein. Vazquez et al. (2003) changes the problem of function prediction to a global optimization problem, i.e., minimizing the number of protein interactions between protein pairs that are annotated with different functions. Deng et al. improves previous techniques with a probabilistic model (2002; 2004) . Deng et al. (2002) defines a Markov Random Field model on yeast protein interaction network that takes into consideration the fraction of the functions to be assigned to the proteins. Deng et al. (2004) further improves the model by defining GO terms as protein functions. Nabieva et al. (2005) views protein functions as reservoirs and the protein interaction network as a circuit, then predicts annotations of proteins by transferring functions, with some probability, from every other protein in the protein interaction network.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel approach to predict GO annotations of proteins. We use protein interaction networks to find correlations and probabilistic relationships between GO terms. We use cross-validation to assess the accuracy of our algorithms. We experimentally evaluated our techniques and concluded that probabilistic suffix tree and correlation mining perform the best among the known techniques in terms of accuracy of predictions. Correlation mining performs better in large datasets (i.e., high number of proteins, high number of GO terms) and PST performs better in smaller datasets (i.e., with non-GO annotations). 
